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Abstract
The generalization ability of a neural network depends on the optimization proce-
dure used for training it. For practitioners and theoreticians, it is essential to iden-
tify which properties of the optimization procedure influence generalization. In
this paper, we observe that prioritizing the training of distinct layers in a network
significantly impacts its generalization ability, sometimes causing differences of
up to 30% in test accuracy. In order to better monitor and control such prior-
itization, we propose to define layer-level training speed as the rotation rate of
the layer’s weight vector (denoted by layer rotation rate hereafter), and develop
Layca, an optimization algorithm that enables direct control over it through each
layer’s learning rate parameter, without being affected by gradient propagation
phenomena (e.g. vanishing gradients). We show that controlling layer rotation
rates enables Layca to significantly outperform SGD with the same amount of
learning rate tuning on three different tasks (up to 10% test error improvement).
Furthermore, we provide experiments that suggest that several intriguing obser-
vations related to the training of deep models, i.e. the presence of plateaus in
learning curves, the impact of weight decay, and the bad generalization proper-
ties of adaptive gradient methods, are all due to specific configurations of layer
rotation rates. Overall, our work reveals that layer rotation rates are an important
factor for generalization, and that monitoring it should be a key component of any
deep learning experiment.
1 Introduction
Generalization and gradient propagation are two popular themes in deep learning literature that
motivated the questions studied in this paper. On the one hand, it has been observed that a network’s
ability to generalize depends on a subtle interaction between the training data and stochastic gradient
descent [36, 4]. Considering this idea at layer level, each layer of a deep network might behave
differently with respect to generalization since the training of each layer is guided by different input
and feedback signals. On the other hand, several works have shown that the norm of gradients
can gradually increase or decrease with the layers, creating inequalities amongst layers during SGD
training: some are trained more than others (vanishing and exploding gradients are two well-known
examples [5, 16, 13]).
This work explores an interaction between generalization and the intricate nature of gradient propa-
gation, and focuses on the following research question: how do inequalities between layers during
training influence generalization? To study this question in depth, we need a method for controlling
and monitoring the layer-level training speeds that is robust to gradient propagation problems. In
our first experiment, we achieve this by focusing on an extreme scenario where only one layer of the
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network is trained. Hence, controlling the layer-level training speeds reduces to selecting the layer
to train. When switching to full training we propose the rotation rate of the layer’s weight vector
(denoted by layer rotation rate hereafter) as a measure of layer-level training speed, and develop
the LAYer-level Controlled Amount of weight rotation algorithm (Layca) that enables control over
it through the layer-wise learning rate parameters. In both scenarios, the conclusion is clear: con-
trolling the training speed on a per layer basis has an influence on the generalization ability of the
network.
Motivated by this observation, we then study the configurations of layer rotation rates that emerge
from training with commonly used optimizers and practices. On the one hand, we show that min-
ima that generalize well and are easily found by Layca, may require extensive tuning of layer-wise
learning rates with SGD due to the intricate way gradient propagate in deep networks. With the
same amount of learning rate tuning, we show that Layca significantly outperforms SGD on three
different tasks (up to 10% test error improvement). On the other hand, we show that many myste-
rious observations around deep learning, such as the bad generalization ability of adaptive gradient
methods [34], could be due to differences in layer rotation rate configurations. For example, we
show that with the same experiment settings as in [34], applying Layca makes the training curves of
adaptive methods and their non-adaptive equivalents indistinguishable.
In addition to revealing a novel factor, unique to deep learning, that influences generalization, we
expect that our work, and the development of Layca in particular, will also help practitioners by
reducing the hyper-parameter tuning required to train state of the art networks. Moreover, through
our analysis of previous observations around deep learning, we show that our work can also provide
a common ground for investigating and clarifying at first sight unrelated deep learning mysteries,
thus facilitating the work of theoreticians. Source code to reproduce all the figures of this paper is
provided at https://github.com/Simoncarbo/Layer-level-control-of-DNN-training
(code uses the Keras [7] and TensorFlow [2] libraries).
2 Related work
Recent works have demonstrated that generalization in deep neural networks was mostly due to
a puzzling interaction between the training data and the optimization method [36, 4]. Our paper
discloses a way by which optimization influences generalization in deep learning: by prioritizing
the training of specific layers. This novel factor complements batch size and global learning rate,
two parameters of SGD that have been extensively studied in the light of generalization [22, 20, 32,
31, 17].
The works studying the vanishing and exploding gradients problems [5, 16, 13] heavily inspired this
paper. These works introduce two ideas which are central to our investigation: the intuitive notion of
layer-level training speed and the fact that SGD does not necessarily treat all layers equally during
training. Our work explores the same phenomena, but studies them in the light of generalization
instead of trainability and speed of convergence.
Our paper also proposes Layca, an algorithm to control inequalities in training speed across layers. It
is thus related to the works that sought solutions to the gradient propagation problems at optimization
level [27, 14, 30]. Again, our work differs by focusing on the impact on generalization instead of
on convergence speed and trainablity. Recently, a series of papers proposed optimization algorithms
similar to Layca and observed an impact on generalization [35, 37, 12]. Our paper complements
these works by providing an extensive analysis of the reasons behind such observations.
3 Layer-level analysis matters when studying generalization
Many previous works on generalization in deep learning do not consider the decomposition of net-
works in layers, but treat networks as black box functions without internal structure. The goal of this
section is to show through a toy example that apprehending the network at layer-level granularity
is necessary when studying generalization in deep nets. In particular, it constitutes a first motivat-
ing example showing that prioritizing training of specific layers can influence generalization. The
model used in this experiment is an eleven layer deep MLP (multi-layer perceptron) where all hid-
den layers are composed of 784 units with ReLU activation [26]. The data is the MNIST dataset
[25], where only 10 randomly selected examples per class are used for training. The particularity of
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this toy example is that, first of all, the hidden layers are equivalent up to parameter initialization:
each layer has 784 inputs, 784 outputs, and a linear+ReLUmapping between them. Second, training
only one layer is sufficient to reach 100% accuracy on the training set. This setting allows us to ask
the question: will all layers, if trained in isolation, reach the same accuracy on the test set? In other
words, are all layers equivalent with respect to generalization?
3.1 Which layer would you train?
The generalization ability of a model depends on the training data used. In our toy example, the
training of different hidden layers is guided by different inputs and feedback signals. At initializa-
tion, the difference lies in the number of random non-linear transformation applied to the network
inputs (forward pass) and model errors (backward pass) before reaching the layer. Do forward and
backward signals degrade (w.r.t. generalization) as they go through random non-linear transforma-
tions? Are both forward and backward signals as robust/sensible to random transformations? These
questions are at the heart of the proposed dilemma: if you may train only a single layer, which one
would you train to reach maximum test accuracy?
Figure 1a shows, as a function of the trained layer index, the test accuracy obtained by training a
single layer in our toy example network. The results are averaged over 10 experiments. There is a
clear trend: the test accuracy degrades with the depth of the trained layer, with a difference of nearly
20% in test accuracy. Layers are thus not made equal with respect to generalization, and in our toy
example, training the first layers of the network tends to generalize better than training layers at the
end of the network.
3.2 Improving its own feedback: the first layers’ secret trick
To understand why different layers have different generalization properties, Section 3.1 highlights
the fact that each layer’s training is guided by different inputs and feedback signals. Here, using the
same toy example, we present another key element that comes into play.
Training a layer in isolation does not impact the inputs the layer receives. However, it impacts its
feedback in a non-negligible way: a layer’s training influences the way errors propagate through ev-
ery subsequent layer, because the backward pass is dependent on the activations of the forward pass.
Our analysis reveals that this is a key ingredient that enables the first layers’ performance. Figure 1b
shows, using the Silhouette coefficient [21], how the feedback received by the first layer gets more
correlated with the classes/targets through training, sign of an improved feedback quality. Further-
more, Figure 1c reports the test accuracies obtained when influence on feedback is prevented.1 We
observe that the trend is inverted: the last layers generalize better than the first layers.
As a conclusion, based on this toy example, we have revealed novel mechanisms unique to deep
networks that influence generalization in complex ways, that need to be taken into account for a
theory of generalization in deep learning.
4 Monitoring and controlling layer-level training speed
In Section 3, we show that all layers are not made equal with respect to generalization, through a
toy experiment where one layer is trained at a time. In a realistic situation, however, all layers of
a deep network are trained simultaneously. In this case, the training speed with which each layer
trains, could also have an impact on the final generalization ability of the network (training only
one layer being an extreme configuration). However, the notion of layer-level training speed is
still unclear, and its control through SGD is potentially difficult because of the intricate nature of
gradient propagation (cfr. vanishing and exploding gradients). The goal of this section is to present
tools to monitor and control training speed at layer level, such that its impact on generalization can
be studied in Section 5.
1We prevent feedback improvement by storing ReLU’s regime (operating or saturated for positive and nega-
tive pre-activations respectively) for each neuron and for each sample of the training and test sets at initialization
and keeping it fixed during training even if the activation of a sample crosses the zero threshold.
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Figure 1: Series of results on a toy example, designed to study if different layers relate similarly
to generalization. An eleven layer MLP network composed of 10 identical layers is trained on a
reduced MNIST dataset, such that training any of the 10 layers in isolation results in 100% train
accuracy. (a) Test accuracy in function of the index of the trained layer (in forward pass ordering),
averaged over 10 experiments. (b) Shows how the correlation between the first layer’s feedback and
the output targets improves over training, even when only the first layer is trained. (c) Test accuracy
in function of layer index when feedback improvement is prevented.
4.1 How to define training speed at layer level?
Training speed can be understood as the speed with which a model converges to its optimal solution -
not to be confoundedwith learning rate, which is only one of the parameters that affect training speed
in current deep learning applications. The notion of layer-level training speed is ill-posed, since a
layer does not have a loss of its own: all layers optimize the same global loss function. Given a
training step, how can we know by how much each layer’s update contributed to the improvement
of the global loss? Previous work on vanishing and exploding gradients focused on the norm and
variance of gradients as a measure of layer-level training speed [5, 16, 13]. Provided the empirical
work on activation and weight binarization during [8, 28, 18], or after training [3, 6], we argue
that changes to the norm of a weight vector do not matter, and that only its orientation matters.
Therefore, we suggest to measure training speed through the rotation rate of a layer’s weight vector
(also denoted by layer rotation rate in this paper). 2
4.2 Layca: an algorithm for layer-level control
Given our definition of layer-level training speed, we now develop an algorithm to control it. Ideally,
the layer rotation rates should be directly controllable with the layer-wise learning rates, ignoring
the peculiarities of gradient propagation. We propose Layca (SGD-guided LAYer-level Controlled
Amount of weight rotation), an algorithm where the layer-wise learning rates directly determine
the amount of rotation performed by each layer’s weight vector during an optimization step, in a
direction specified by an optimizer (SGD being the default choice). Inspired by techniques for opti-
mization on manifolds [1], and on spheres in particular, Layca is composed of 4 operations, applied
individually to each layer: projection of the optimizer’s step on the space orthogonal to current
weights, rotation-based normalization of the step, performing the update scaled by the learning rate,
and projecting the resulting weights back onto the sphere. Algorithm 1 details these operations.
5 A study of layer prioritization during end-to-end training
Section 4.2 provides a tool (Layca) to control layer rotation rate, a tentative definition of layer-
level training speed designed to facilitate control over layer prioritization during end-to-end training.
In this section, we analyse how prioritizing the training of specific layers impacts generalization by
varying the layer-wise learning rates used by Layca. In order to evaluate Layca’s benefit, we perform
the same experiments with SGD. The experiments are conducted on a 25 layers deep VGG-style
CNN [29], ResNet-32 [15] and a 11 layers deep CNN trained on CIFAR-10 [24], CIFAR-100 [24]
2It is worth noting that our measure focuses on weights that multiply the inputs of a layer (typically kernels
of fully connected and convolutional layers). Additive weights (biases) are not used in our models, and we
leave their study as future work.
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Algorithm 1 Layca, an algorithm that enables control over the layer rotation rates through their
learning rate parameter (see Section 4.2).
Require: o, an optimizer (SGD is the default choice)
Require: T , the number of training steps
L is the number of layers in the network
for l=0 to L-1 do
Require: ρl(t), a layer’s learning rate schedule
Require: wl0, the initial weights of layer l
end for
t← 0
while t < T do
s0
t
, ..., sL−1
t
= getStep(o, w0
t
, ..., wL−1
t
) (get the updates of the selected optimizer)
for l=0 to L-1 do
slt ← s
l
t −
(sl
t
·wl
t
)wl
t
wl
t
·wl
t
(project step on space orthogonal to wlt)
sl
t
←
s
l
t
‖wl
t
‖2
‖sl
t
‖2
(rotation-based normalization)
wl
t+1 ← w
l
t + ρl(t)s
l
t (perform update)
wl
t+1 ← w
l
t+1
‖wl0‖2
‖wl
t+1‖2
(project weights back on sphere)
end for
t← t+ 1
end while
and the Tiny ImageNet dataset [10, 9] respectively. All our networks use batch normalization [19].
More information about networks and training procedure can be found in Supplementary Material.
5.1 Layer-wise learning rate configurations
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to a static configuration of layer-wise learning rates where they
exponentially increase/decrease with layer depth. The learning rate ρl(t) of layer l is parametrized
by α ∈ [−1, 1] as follows:
ρl(t) =
{
(1− α)5
(L−1−l)
L−1 ρ(t) if α > 0
(1 + α)5
l
L−1 ρ(t) if α ≤ 0
(1)
Where l = 0, 1, ..., L− 1 is the index of the layer in forward pass ordering, ρ(t) is a global learning
rate schedule parametrized by t, the current training step. Values of α close to −1 correspond to
prioritizing first layers, 0 corresponds to no prioritization, and values close to 1 to prioritization of
last layers. We study 13 values of α in our experiments. Visualization of the layer-wise learning
rates in function of the studied α values is provided in Supplementary Material. The initial global
learning rate, ρ(0), is determined by grid search over 10 values (3−7, 3−6, ..., 32) in the α = 0
setting (SGD’s detailed results are available in Supplementary Material).
5.2 Controlling layer prioritization with Layca
Figure 2 shows, for the three tasks, how the test error evolves with αwhen Layca is used for training.
Test errors are only reported for α values for which at least 98% training accuracy could be obtained.
First of all, we observe that prioritizing early layers (negative α values) generalizes better than
prioritizing the last layers (positive α values), which is in line with the observations of Section 3.
Moreover, we observe that the best test accuracies are systematically obtained for α = 0, i.e. for
uniform rotation rates, without prioritization. This observation might appear as contradictory with
respect to Section 3, where the first layers’ superior ability to promote generalization is highlighted.
There is however no contradiction, as the mechanisms governing the improvement of the forward
and backward signals w.r.t generalization during training are different in isolated and simultaneous
training settings. In particular, when all layers are trained simultaneously, training a layer will
impact the inputs it receives (with a delay of two training steps), while it won’t when the layer is
trained in isolation. A thorough explanation of our observations is left as future work. We hope that
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our toy example (see Section 3) will provide the necessary intuitions to understand these complex
phenomena.
5.3 Comparison of Layca and SGD
The same experiment is performed when SGD is used for training, and the results are shown in Fig-
ure 2. We discuss two key differences between SGD’s and Layca’s performances, and both suggest
Layca’s superior ability to control layer prioritization. First of all, while the evolution of the test ac-
curacy in function of α is consistent for all tasks when Layca is used, it is not for SGD. In particular,
while a clear rule emerged from the Layca experiment (choosing α = 0), SGD’s experiment does
not provide any convincing recommendation on how to set α to maximize generalization. Secondly,
Layca is able to cover a larger range of test accuracies with the same α values, and importantly,
reaches test accuracies that outperform SGD by the order of 10% accuracy.
In order to analyse further the different behaviours of Layca and SGD, we monitor the rotation
of each layer’s weight vector across training for α = 0. We argue in Section 4 that rotation of
a layer’s weight vector constitutes the bulk of DNN training. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the
cosine distance between each layer’s weight vector and its initialization (denoted by layer-wise angle
deviation curves hereafter). For the three tasks, Layca training exhibits a similar pattern where most
layers’ weight vectors are rotated significantly and synchronously. Our results suggests that such
behaviour, induced by high and uniform layer rotation rates, is indicative of good generalization
performance. SGD does not exhibit such dynamics as, first of all, gradient propagation phenomena
induce different layer rotation rates evenwhen layers use the same learning rate (especially visible on
the CIFAR10 task). Second, the total amount of rotation resulting from SGD training is significantly
inferior to Layca, although the global learning rate used is determined by grid search in both cases
(especially visible on the tiny Imagenet task).
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Figure 2: Test accuracies obtained with different layer-wise learning rate configurations
(parametrised by α) when SGD and Layca are used for training, on three different tasks. Prior-
itizing the training of the first layers (negative α values) generalizes better than prioritizing last
layers (positive α values), reinforcing the observations of Section 3. Moreover, Layca’s superior
ability to control prioritization is suggested by its consistent behaviour across tasks, and its ability
to reach test accuracies that significantly outperform SGD.
6 A second look at previous observations around deep learning
Section 5 demonstrates that layer rotation rates and Layca provide a way to monitor and control
layer prioritization during training, which influences generalization. In this section, we use these
useful tools to shine new light on previous observations concerning the training dynamics and gen-
eralization properties of deep nets.
6.1 Occurrence of plateaus in learning curves
The learning curves of most state of the art networks exhibit a curious phenomenon: the appearance
of plateaus that are escaped by a reduction of the learning rate (e.g. [15]). To our knowledge, there
are currently no explanations for this behaviour. While generalization is the main focus of our paper,
we’ve observed through our experiments that layer rotation rate configurations are closely related
to the emergence of such training plateaus. Figure 5a shows that when Layca is used on the tiny
ImageNet task (see Section 5), the layer-wise learning rate configurations (parametrized by α as
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Figure 3: Layer-wise angle deviation curves: evolution of the cosine distance between each layer’s
weight vector and its initialization across training when all layers use the same learning rate for
Layca (first row) and SGD (second row). Layca training induces a significant and synchronized
rotation of the layers’ weight vectors. Our results suggests that such behaviour, induced by high and
uniform layer rotation rates, is indicative of good generalization performance.
described in Section 5) directly influence the height of the plateaus. More specifically, we observe
that the higher and more uniform the rotation rates are (α closer to 0), the higher the plateaus, or
equivalently the more difficult it is to reduce the loss in the early stages of training. The fact that
plateaus are the most prominent when all layers are trained with high learning rate suggests that they
are caused by some kind of interference between the layers during training. The same observation
on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 tasks is presented in Supplementary Material.
6.2 Parameter-level adaptivity in deep learning
It has recently been shown that adaptive gradient methods exhibit worse generalization properties
than SGD in typical deep learning applications [34]. The key characteristic of adaptive methods is
their tuning of the learning rate at parameter level based on the statistics of each parameter’s partial
derivative. In this section, we argue that these approaches, in typical deep learning applications,
result in learning rates that differ mostly across layers and negligibly inside layers, and that the
observed generalization drop is due to the different layer rotation rate configurations that emerge
from these methods. When the same layer rotation rate configuration is enforced by Layca, we
thus expect the drop in generalization to disappear. To verify this hypothesis, we train the same
convolutional network as [34] and show that when Layca is applied with the different optimization
algorithms, the test curves of adaptive methods (RMSProp [33], Adagrad [11], Adam [23]) and their
non-adaptive equivalents (SGD, SGD_AMom3) become indistinguishable (Figure 4). Moreover,
Layca enables all methods to reach the best test accuracy reported by [34].
6.3 The impact of weight decay on training of deep networks
In the experiment described in Section 6.2, SGD generalizes as well as Layca. Moreover, in sec-
tion 6.1, we make the observation that learning curve plateaus appear during training of most state
of the art networks. These observations are consistent with our previous experiments only if with
state of the art models whose meta-parameters were carefully tuned, SGD is able to generate high
and uniform layer rotation rates, acquiring the key strength of Layca. We verify this by analysing
the layer-wise angle deviation curves emerging from SGD training of the network used in Section
6.2. We observe in Figure 5b that indeed, training the network with SGD resulted in significant and
synchronized rotation of each layer’s weight vectors. Further analysis showed that this beneficial be-
haviour was very sensitive to the tuning of weight decay. Indeed, training the same network without
3SGD_AMom is a version of SGD with a momentum scheme similar to Adam (see Supplementary Mate-
rial).
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Figure 4: Test accuracy curves for different adaptive methods and their non-adaptive equivalents.
Recent work [34] has shown that these methods differed in terms of generalization ability (left).
We demonstrate that when Layca is used with the different optimization algorithms, the differences
vanish (right). This result suggests that the observations in [34] were caused by the different layer
rotation rates emerging from these methods. The training and layer-wise angle deviation curves are
provided in Supplementary Material.
weight decay resulted in very different layer-wise angle deviation curves (Figure 5b), and a 4% drop
in test accuracy. This suggests that in some cases, through some mysterious mechanism whose study
we leave as future work, weight decay enables SGD to induce high and uniform layer rotation rates
and thus, to generalize as well as Layca. Interestingly, Layca reached SGD’s performance without
the need for weight decay.
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Figure 5: Left: training curves in function of α. Shows that higher and more uniform layer rotation
rates induce higher plateaus, suggesting that an interference between the different layers is at the
origin of such plateaus. The drop at epoch 70 is caused by a reduction of the learning rate by a factor
0.2. Right: Illustrates the drastic impact of weight decay on layer-wise angle deviation curves
during SGD training.
7 Conclusion
Inspired by the works on generalization and gradient propagation in deep networks, this paper tack-
les the following research question: how does prioritizing layers during training influence general-
ization? A toy experiment in Section 1 demonstrates the importance of this research direction. In
order to extend our analysis to common training settings, we propose to define layer-level training
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speed as the rotation rate of a layer’s weights (i.e. the layer rotation rate), and develop Layca, an
algorithm that provides control over it.
In section 5, we demonstrate that Layca enables a more pertinent study of the impact of layer priori-
tization on generalization compared to SGD, which is subject to the intricate gradient propagation in
deep nets. Moreover, Layca’s built-in ability to use high and uniform layer rotation rates empowers
it to significantly outperform SGD in terms of test accuracy on three different tasks. In Section 6,
we show that Layca enables a precise control of the height of plateaus emerging in training curves,
that Layca can eliminate the differences in generalization between adaptive methods and their non-
adaptive equivalents, and finally, that state of the art models can exhibit, through tuning of the weight
decay, high and uniform rotation rates, enabling SGD to generalize as well as Layca.
Overall, the observations of Sections 5 and 6 provide evidence that layer rotation rates are a perti-
nent definition of layer-level training speed, and that as such, they are important indicators of the
generalization properties that will emerge from training. Our hope is that this discovery will facili-
tate training of state of the art networks for practitioners, and provide guidance for theoreticians to
solve deep learning’s remaining mysteries.
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Supplementary Material
A Additional notes
A.1 Information about models and training procedure
Please refer to the source code, provided at https://github.com/Simoncarbo/Layer-level-control-of-DNN-training.
A.2 Some recommendations when using Layca
1. A learning rate of 3−3 was optimal in all our experiments with Layca, and constitutes thus
a good default value.
2. Using batch normalization is recommended. Early experiments suggest that removing
batch normalization sometimes disables Layca’s ability to perform significant and synchro-
nized rotation of the layers’ weight vectors.
3. Staying on plateaus for a large number of epochs (in other words waiting before reducing
the learning rate) systematically improved generalization performance (this has also been
observed for SGD in [17]).
4. Layca’s operations are prone to numerical instabilities. Replacing eventual NaN values in
the update with zeros is required.
5. Layca was not evaluated for networks with additive biases. We suggest to remove biases
for now (also in the batch normalization layers). If you use biases anyway, do not initialize
them to zero: rotation of a zero vector makes no sense.
A.3 SGD_AMom
SGD_AMom was designed for Section 6.2, as a non-adaptive equivalent of Adam. In particular,
SGD_AMom uses the same momentum scheme as Adam:
vt = m · vt−1 + (1 −m) · gt
wt = wt−1 − ρ · vt
where gt is the gradient at step t, ρ the learning rate,m the momentum parameter.
B Supplementary Figures
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Figure 6: Supplementary figure for Section 5. Visualization of the prioritization schemes
parametrized by α (as defined in Section 5). The y-axis corresponds to the factor that multiplies
the global learning rate. The line colors represent the absolute value of α.
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Figure 7: Supplementary figure for Section 5. Results of the grid search for finding optimal global
learning rates for SGD in the experiments of Section 5. The grid search is only performed for α = 0,
and the same learning rate is then used for other values of α.
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Figure 8: Supplementary figure for Section 6.1. Study of the impact of the α parameter on the
height of plateaus emerging during training on the CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets using the same
networks and training parameters as in Section 5
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Figure 9: Supplementary figure for Section 6.2. Training curves of the different methods. Without
Layca (left) and with Layca (right). Adaptive methods become indistinguishable from their non-
adaptative equivalents when Layca is applied.
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Figure 10: Supplementary figure for Section 6.2. Layer-wise angle deviation curves for the different
optimization methods.
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